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Introduction and Themes
This proposal, this book is an extension of my voice. As many academics do, I found that my
research was a modality to explore and navigate my personal experiences. I have come to
understand that research is another means of storytelling. Growing up in between faith, gender,
and sexuality informed my choices and experiences. My intention for this book is to start a more
detailed conversation about the people who are ‘undercover’ and invalidated by their religious
communities. I also write this book for my own unashamed acknowledgment. A formal and
public reclamation of my life when and where I was silent. For your digestive convenience, the
major themes I framed this book around are religiosity, femininity, and independence. The
situations discussed will feature mental illness (ie. suicide, depression), sexual abuse (pedophilia
and date rape), and adult negligence in the protection of children. This proposal will include a
preface and three subsequent chapters.

Formal Abstract
Research is a mode of storytelling and throughout my research of Queer-Christianity, I learned
that I was using qualitative methodology to find direction in navigating my personal story. I have
unlocked my written voice to present a book proposal that opens the door to my experiences
growing up in the Foursquare Church, a controversial denomination. My book confronts mental
health, sexuality, spiritual development, and growing up saturated by conservative thought. Join
me in celebrating the reclamation of my experiences by reading The Devil Doesn’t Know What
You’re Thinking. The creative work is founded on autoethnography, an Anthropological
methodology.
Complete Novel Organization
Preface: All I can say is that it happened.
Part I: Purpose
Chapter I: Midfloat
Chapter II: Believe
Chapter III: Lights
Chapter IV: Sleeping with Angels
Chapter V: Prime Time
Chapter VI: Closure
Chapter VII: Thailand
Chapter VIII: Neon
Chapter IX: Steamboat
Chapter X: So Now I Have a Cat
Part II: Without Aim
Chapter XI: Halloween
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Chapter XII: Tuesday Nights
Chapter XIII: It’s All Love
Chapter XIV: High in the Poolhouse
Chapter XV: Australia
Chapter XVI: Purple Eyes
Chapter XVII: Buzzcut Season
Chapter XVIII: Choncey
Chapter XIX: Akira
Chapter XX: The Stagecoach
Prologue: All I Can Say is That it Happened
I know that I’m hungry. I know that I’m craving the pizza place by Stroh Ranch. A place that
isn’t a ranch anymore. I want ranch with my pizza. It’s the pandemic now and most people where
I live don’t care about wearing masks. Well, they either care not enough or care in opposition.
I’ve lived surrounded by opposition. I’ve grown up around the rich when I was poor. I grew up
around the gifted when I was scraping by. I grew up in Parker where suburban neighborhoods are
the main attraction and basement set kick-backs book the weekends. Pandemic life set me back.
It shook me out of college, where I thought I’d find freedom from my past. I had to pack up and
leave back to where it all happened. Where I had seen my acceptance email and cried because I
was so desperate to get out of the house. The house is in one of the wealthiest neighborhoods in
Colorado. The house that the HOA loathed and the inside repairs looked scrappy and rushed.
Patches in the wall and mismatched colors were left confused and without reason. The red paint
above the front door was curved funny and slanted. The words read, ‘all good things are wild a
free.’ The sentence mocked me. David Thoreau mocked me. My mother mocked me. The HOA
was right, the house was loathable. But who gave a damn about the children inside. Who cared
about me really?
But then there’s Castlewood. A Canyon in Franktown. A place where God sent his knife
squealing against the ground, breaking up the chunks of rock to plant a stream. In the 1930s there
was a reservoir there. A big wall was built to keep the water in. In the dead of night, a man who
lived in a little home next to the dam woke up to the sound of rushing water. The reservoir was
overflowing. He couldn’t contact anybody from where he was. He drove for 12 miles until he
found someone and was able to contact Denver. The water flooded cherry creek and rode the
creek all the way into Denver. The water almost capped the bridges. That's where I grew up. In
the Castlewood flood zone. Along south cherry creek where I found rabbit carcasses and heard
snake tails rattle when I biked in the afternoons. You can find seashells where the reservoir was.
On the ground hidden amongst the tall grass that waves in the wind like the water that sat there
before it. The canyon has memory. Memory like heartache. Moments that are clear and move
like water. Still all at once, then curving and crashing all at once.
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I was walking there when I decided that it was time to move forward. It was time to accept and
forgive, if not for the people who have begged me for forgiveness and then for myself. I imagine
that God is probably in that line. The line of people that I need to forgive or spend my life letting
eat me up. That reminds me, I’m hungry.
In the same way, I was hungry when I was little and would steal a snack. A snack that would end
with a smack. My parents would spank me with a glue stick or a rubber spatula. Shove soap
down my throat, or later the hottest sauce from the grocery shelf. They were trying to train me
up. Child rearing, again that God needs to apologize to me for. My mom would pull my hair and
ponytail it in ways that hurt my head before church on Sundays. Monstrously crying for an hour
before service. Beginning to loath the little church we drove past the edge of town. We would
take Democrat road and ride Flintwood until it ended and we turned right. But when mom and
dad let me sit with them in the main service, thinking that I was too young to understand what
was going on, I was happy. Other adults gave me attention, good attention, where they would
brush back my hair or squeeze my shoulder or hand. I made friends in Sunday school but I felt
too dumb when I was called on and couldn’t recite the books of the Bible in order.
I want to be clear, in this book I will be complaining. Exploring abuse, sexuality, assault, cults,
and fundamentalism. And if you don’t want to listen to a white person who grew up in a
privileged-ass neighborhood tell a story about falling victim to a cult and religious institution at
large, I understand that.
But I can’t continue to let people invalidate my experiences based on the parts of my life I wasn’t
in control of. My biological sex, my race, my class, my indoctrination. My abuse and
experiences are worthy of reclamation as much as the next person. We all are worthy of that.
Every person who successfully breaks free of the church is worthy of that. So shitting on myself
for what I cannot control in order to be politically correct isn’t going to stop me anymore.
Feeling that I need to sidetrack important moments in my childhood to make people feel more
comfortable isn’t something I will do. I will continue telling my side of the story. Using my
gender, race, and relgio-political past against me is old news. It’s a story of old friends who have
gone past. This is not a liberal-suburban story. It is conservative and brash. A world that which
you may not have known still existed. A world that, when I explain it to people who have no
touchstone for fundamentalism or conservative thought, is ungrippable.
I always told myself that I would write a book. I told my friends that I would write the book. And
I worry that some of those friends will be upset that I went ahead to write it. But I also worry that
if I don’t write it more children will be recruited into cults under their parent’s noses. I worry that
my friends who have extreme anxiety, are suicidal, and have trouble confronting their sexual
assault as I have will be stuck in the church. Shackled by religion. Have we not learned that what
was promised to us was shallow, fake, malice? Manipulative and violent spiritual abuse?
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Enough of this. Join me in chapter one.
I.

Purpose

Chapter I: Midfloat
Potential is a potent thing, a belief in what may happen. Assurance in what will come next. Belief
is powerful, it’s weighted. This is why where we choose to place belief in our lives is important.
Believing in a person's potential is a risky investment. It seems wonderful, praise-worthy even, to
believe in someone else. But like many good ideas, it is terribly dangerous. Investing in another
person's future, what they may think, like, who they may be in the future was a risk I took, and
perhaps I was wrong for it, but you tell me…
There’s a type of anti-gravity that hits when you drive, or at least when you drive over 100 mph,
or twist the wheel sideways and drift. My hair floats, my stomach twitches, and my smile raises.
Dirt lots with no cops were one of Jacob’s favorite places to go. I could tell by the way he looked
at me, mid float, in his little red dodge neon, while his subwoofer shook our bones, connecting us
in a way not many people do. Brown dirt lots and dark gray car interior suddenly reflects all of
my joy like a mirror. Light sprawls across the dashboard and catches the dust in the air, summer
snow, for a split second, suspended. Brown begins to look just right next to red and Jacob’s
toothy grin twinkles off his braces. He would never ask if I was ready, to drive, to float, and as he
decided I also had a choice to make. I had to trust him, whether I wanted to or not. I had to trust
he wouldn’t flip the car or get caught. Jacob would rather outrace and hide from the police than
face the knowing that he would go to jail. But even Jacob’s rebellion had a silver lining. His
silver lining was God, what he believed in. We both had God and we had each other.
Dirt lots somehow never felt far away from the church. The dirt and rocks were pews and the car
was the preacher. Steering us around, gassing us up. We knew that if the car flipped, crashed,
caught fire we would go to heaven and leave our bodies behind, leaving our shaking bones.
Heaven wasn’t the worst place to be. At least according to Jacob’s foster-turned-adoptive dad,
Timothy. Timothy hated drugs, loved Jesus, and cherry-picked his offspring (in that order). I
didn’t rely on his reassurance like the other kids at the youth group and Sunday church. I didn’t
need him as a surrogate father. My parents weren’t really Christian by the time I started going to
Timothy’s church, but that didn’t mean they were heathens. Sometimes he would bug me to
invite my parents to church on Sunday or say “at least they should give you a ride”, or “get them
to sign this permission slip”. I would try to talk my parents into signing permission slips for
Timothy, a lot of the time I would pretend that they said no when they really said yes. I was
always worried that Timothy could see through my white lies, that maybe God gave him the
power to read minds. Timothy did tell us that God communicates especially with leaders and
pastors in the church.
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My friends and I would sneak away before and after church service, and if we felt ballsy enough,
during. Making excuses that we had to give someone a ride home, we'd take subwoofer
‘short-cuts’ to our destinations. Paige was either at the destination or in the lane beside us,
offering a lower risk ride for those of us who needed a defrost from chilling speeds. I was wary
about Paige when I first met her. She was Mormon, which meant I would probably never be fully
allowed to be her friend until she was a Christian like us. Christian in the ‘real’ way it was to be
Christian. Christian like Four-Square. The charismatic kind; I thought as though Jesus had
personally blessed our modernist denomination. Few with much power. Blessed beyond
compare. Gifted with tongues, prophecy, and prosecution.
Tatum had no business driving his two-door blacked-out sedan into our church lot. The boys
swarmed him, as Paige parked her silver Carolla next to him. Stepping out looking like a snack;
Tatum was a baseball boy. Blonde hair that flicked out under his ball cap, key lanyard hanging
out of his basketball short pockets, and white Nike half-calves. Paige was quick to sneak to his
side. Dark purple glasses frames ripped jeans with patches underneath, a big smile, and freckles.
She pulled her lanyard over her head and around her neck, untucking her long, auburn hair
caught up under it. When I met Paige, Jacob didn’t have his license and neither did I. We were
only 14 and 15. Paige and Tatum had their license right off the jump when they turned 16 and
were intoxicated by the freedom from family it granted. Paige was allowed to be there because it
was a church. Tatum was there because he was allowed to do whatever he wanted and he wanted
to spend time with friends. Azariah and Jacob greeted Tatum with a handshake-hug situation,
dapped him up, and gave Paige side hugs. They all knew each other from school, Chaparral. My
high school’s rival. My family was moving to a new neighborhood on the opposite side of town
so although I knew many of the Chap students from middle school, I went to Ponderosa. Part of
the reason we moved near Ponderosa was so I could play at a school with a good volleyball
coaching staff, but we will get into that later.
Every night that we had a youth group meeting, Thursdays usually, Timothy had the early
attendees set up the chairs and games at church. But the thing was our church wasn’t really a
church. It was a daycare center that we rented out at night and on the weekends when there was
service. The large sign outside read Kinetics and across the street there was a skatepark where
Timothy tried to host events in order to tempt poor skater kids with minimal parent supervision
to join our youth group. There was always food at the youth group, a huge draw for me
personally. Pizza, snacks, candy. As a child with parents who judged and refused to buy snacks
and food for me and my brother unless it was organic, I loved being able to escape the
overbearing judgment of my mom regarding what I chose to eat. My mom put me and my
brother on a diet just because she was on one. Every other friend I had usually was allowed to eat
snacks and cereals they liked even if they were sort of unhealthy. But no, I grew up with sugary
cereals as a birthday breakfast meal instead of being able to explore different foods when I was
younger. One of the things I was praying about was my relationship with food and my body at
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the time. I prayed that I would stop binge eating ice cream when my mom picked my brother up
from the bus stop or that I could control myself with a whipped cream bottle. I never felt full, I
ate fruit strip after fruit strip but still didn’t feel like I had enough to eat. I never turned down free
food because I didn’t eat enough at home. I ate pizza slice after pizza slice, four at least every
Thursday. And guess what? I felt fed. I felt full. I was growing, going through puberty, and was
hungry. I was hungry. A lot of the kids at church were hungry in a lot of ways for a lot of
reasons.
Kinetics was a part of a building complex, connected to a paint shop next store, and some other
empty buildings. There was a ladder in the back to the roof, and thankfully it was locked up. We
ate before the sermon, listened to the sermon, and then hung out until we were picked up by our
parents or left in our cars. Gradually I would tell my parents to pick me up later and later because
I didn’t want to go home. I had friends, real friends, for the first time. They cared about me, I
cared about them, and we all cared about God. The night Tatum and Paige came by we hung out
behind the building because Azariah was claiming he could do a backflip.
“Okay, sure, show us!” The girls giggled and Azariah said,
“Alright, I will, but not here. Let’s go around the back,” We followed him like a school of fish to
the back of the building near the roof ladder. He walked up and kissed the brick wall with the
soles of his toes then,
“Back up, back up,” he walked backward a few steps and launched toward the wall. One step,
two-step, flip. Azariah flew in the air, bending his neck backward, deadening the ground, legs
separating and flying from the wall to the front of his body.
You could tell, with his brown eyes and tenacity, that he was Jacob’s brother. They loved to be
spontaneous, craving the feeling…mid float.
:::
Speeding past overarching picket fences, I knew I would age. I began to feel the experience tie
the first knot on my string of life. Thinking this was a good thing, I became tied in loyalty to
every person in those cars that night. I was a fourteen-year-old girl who believed in God and
trusted the pastor at church. I didn’t know car makes and models, I picked that skill up over the
years I spent watching out for friends and enemies passing by on Parker road. Artificial box plot
neighborhoods stood. Streets are continually under construction and roofs are packed against one
another. Each third house was painted the same pale dusted blue on the outer walls. Roofs lined
up the hill, spitting mirror images of one another. A disturbing array. Cut out patterns to sanction
the lives we had not yet built for ourselves. A pattern gifted from society and crafted to encave
every person within it. Suburban houses mirrored one another down our streets, but to no avail,
we couldn’t find a mirror to validate our experiences. Gifted, blessed, whichever word you use,
we were privileged but we drove to spark suspicion. Illusionary, rows of suburban homes
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reflected safety. But the pattern fooled itself because all of us were dependent and none of us
were safe.
Paige let her overcooked auburn waves fly freely as she sat, shotgun to Talon, bare-shouldered in
a halter swimsuit. The latter-day tower faded behind us as we sped to one of the neighborhoods I
lived in growing up. Paige didn’t need the tower to disappear to forget about what she had
learned last Sunday. She brewed her own trouble and continually asked for advice she rarely
took. Trapped in her Mormon-raised worldview, she felt dangerous hanging out with the
Christians who went to church across from the skatepark. Scouted by a pastor’s kid, or PK (as
we often called them), Paige was developing dangerous feelings for him. She was welcomed as
new blood. She belonged. She felt needed and wanted. And she started to keep secrets from her
family. The commonality between us all wasn’t the church, it was the distance we felt from our
families. We all felt like orphans. Tatum’s hair was pinned beneath his ball cap, platinum blonde
curls peeking out from all sides. His key lanyard was printed with his high-school logo, claws
overlapping the letter ‘C’. White socks clung to his calves as he sat, swagged, enjoying the trip to
our destination. Most of the time, I looked at him as if I wanted him to kiss me. I’m realizing
now that he probably couldn’t know what I was thinking from my eyes. In fact, I hadn’t come
anywhere close to developing bedroom eyes. I spent a long time thinking I had them when I
didn’t.
“Turn right up here,” I fed Tatum directions as Jacob played music from the back seat.
“Turn right?”
“Yeah, sorry, I meant right,” Tatum and Talon were the two drivers taking us to hop over
the fences at a community pool in a neighborhood where none of us lived, at my suggestion. I
was in Tatum’s car and he parked down the road by a mailbox.
“Jacob, turn it down, we’re in a residential area,” for some reason I had taken up the habit
of saying ‘residential area’ when I asked people to turn down the music. I always expected
someone to ask me why. Adding ‘smart words’ helped end the conversation sooner.
“It’s up by that street light,” I pointed through the surrounding park to the pool.
“Let’s go,” Tatum popped his seat forward so Jacob could climb out of his two-door. My
mind was spinning, wondering if Tatum would pull me near him by my waist in the water. I was
anxious and walked close to him as Jacob lagged behind texting the others who had parked in a
different part of the ‘residential area’. Tatum was wearing a navy blue ball cap, the same one he
wore when I met him.
Paige and Tatum were friends from school long before she had invited him to a youth group.
Youth group was every Thursday and when the Colorado weather had started to dish out some
sun, Tatum, sure enough, rode shotgun in Paige’s Toyota Corolla. It’s a rarity and seen as an
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accomplishment for someone to invite someone from the secular world of school to our youth
group that most people either called youth group, next-gen or kinetics. There were several
names. You could tell who-was-who by who knew them all and when they used them.
“Youth group”: amateur.
“Kinetics” was the sign above the building where we met: novice.
“Next-gen” was the name given to us by the church pastors and how our youth group was
identified by the other congregations/ churches in our denomination, expert.
I knew who-was-who. I discovered what-was-what. There were two types of youth group
members. Those who only came to the youth group, and those who went to both the youth group
and church on Sunday. Around the time I met Paige and Tatum, I had just started talking my
parents into driving me to church on Sundays at 9:00 AM. Sometimes they’d stick around if it
was a holiday but it was highly unlikely. I think they came to church on Sunday less than three
times total. They met the bottom bar of support. Mostly, they were confused about why I felt so
pulled to attend church.
My parents didn’t pay attention to me growing up. Sure, they threw me birthday parties and
bought me gifts but they chose to not pay attention when it mattered. Like when I was suicidal in
the shower and knocked my head against the wall on purpose. I must’ve made a loud noise when
I finally knocked myself out and fell into the bowl of the tub. My mom had to run in and wrap
me in a towel. It’s tough to remember all that had happened right before and after I fell. After I
had somehow gotten dressed, my mom made me a panini sandwich and I watched tv from the
corner of the couch where I was crying. She didn’t say anything: nothing. I was twelve and her
solution was food.
So when one of my friends from school, Ellie, begged me to come to meet her boyfriend I was
excited. Not to meet the boyfriend, but to spend time outside of class with someone from my
new school. To my surprise, I wasn’t going to be meeting the boyfriend for the first time anyway.
Tatum notched a foothold in the fence and swung overtop. He was the tallest out of the three of
us. I was next. Jacob gave me a cheerleader lift. We laughed as I struggled to hoist myself over.
Ellie found me at the front door of the building marked Kinetics.
Tatum caught me on the other side.
“Lauren?!”
He touched my waist.
“Grace?!”
Now, all we needed was water.
“Why are you here?”
I dived in and, for once, I didn’t want to sink.
:::
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So what we get drunk
So what we smoke weed
We’re just having fun…
Living young, wild, and free
Snoop Dog, Wiz Khalifa, & Bruno Mars, Young Wild & Free
Snoop, Wiz, and Bruno were the narrators blasting out the speakers of Tatum’s tiny two-door.
Smoke bellowed from thick box vapes. Turning on Chambers. Left on the green light. Laughter
in the dark. Sign along in the night. Open windows, windows down, Tatum’s hand gripping the
stick shift. My eyes were twinkling for him. For the late-night drive, we would take alone after
the two-door was unpacked with people. Our people. My people. My friends.
It was nice having friends outside of school. I didn’t get caught up in conversations with
classmates as much, and it felt cool to get picked up by my friends across town for lunch.
Sneaking out of the building without permission as an underclassman. But I did go to school
with Paxton.
I had a dream about him. It was at the old abandoned house we explore. The blue crumbling
house was in a tall yellow grass field with two paired silos towering above. Concrete slabs in a
line run their way across the wind-blown plants and to the other side of the acreage. The concrete
has a peculiar manner and shape about it and was made for a purpose unknown by the modern
era. From the top of the concrete ground, you can see a clear view of the road that splits our town
in half, Parker road. Trees are crowded around the property’s original home. Their leaves sing
with the movement of the wind and a broken screen door beats ominously to the rate of the
dreamer's quickened heartbeat. He was there, Paxton. with his dirty blonde hair, short but curling
at the untamed ends. Aqua gray eyes colored by God himself. He faced south, toward Pikes
Peak. He was looking past the mess of trees near the estate’s run-down farmhouse. He turns back
to face forward toward the north. In the direction of the Rocky Mountains, I see him. I want him.
I wake up to the realization that he is dating Destiny, a girl in our youth group and the sister of
my friend Jennifer. Liking Paxton wasn’t going to fly, but it was always in the back of my mind.
Feeling that I wanted to steal his flatbill to be quirky or sit closer to him and Jacob during
service. Bowling was a regular after church activity for us since Paige worked at a nearby alley
and got us discounted games. So it fell into place when Timothy suggested that we bowl for
youth group one night. We met at his house, surprisingly, without the usual amount of children. I
sat shotgun to Kim. I asked her where Paxton was.
“Shouldn’t he be here, he doesn’t work on youth nights,”
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“I don’t think he’s going to come tonight,”
“Oh, okay weird I’ve never seen him miss,”
“He’s with Destiny,”
“Can’t she come?”
“Destiny, Jen, and Hope’s birth mom went into surgery last night. It was routine, normal, low
risk you know? But she hasn’t woken up,”
“Like she’s in a coma?”
“It seems that way, Destiny needs Paxton there right now,”
“Yes, of course, that’s terrible,”
“Yeah, and it’s not like they’ve got the money for her to stay on life support for much longer,”
“What will happen?”
“Well we aren’t taking Jen back,” Timothy and Kim had ostracized Jennifer because she smoked
weed and had become Buddhist. She was 14.
“Who will take all three of them? Shouldn't they stay together?”
“Well, probably to Idaho with their uncle, at least that’s what they’re thinking if Destiny and
Hope don’t want to live with us,”
“What about Jen?”
“She’s made her decisions.”
I had never seen someone resurrect from facing death. Paxton came halfway through. Azariah
told me not to ask him any questions about Destiny. He was only here for a break and then he
was going to go back to the hospital. I looked at him for what felt like the whole night, with pity.
Destiny’s mom died later that night and Paxton held Destiny.
Life is the bitch, and death is her sister
Sleep is the cousin, we're a fuckin' family picture
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You know father time, we all know mother nature
It's all in the family, but I am of no relation
Lil Wayne & Cory Gunz, 6 Foot 7 Foot
Chapter II: Believe
I grew up believing in God and Santa Claus. Weighted belief. Doubtless. Shameless. Effortful. I
believed in the Golden Rule, it made sense. Treat people the way that you want to be treated. And
even when people treated me poorly, I was kind. Without question. I was forgiving. I tried my
best to understand. I was diplomatic. I stood up for others I was taught to do it well. But I rarely
stood up for myself. I repaid my own efforts with conflict and anger.
Standing tall, palms flat and inches away from a volleyball net, ready for the whistle to blow.
Fear pinched me in the same places that my ankle braces wrapped around the middle of my foot
and my spandex shorts tightened around my waist. And I tried to look angry. Girls would smile
back at me through the black crisscrosses of the net and I would smirk or pretend not to see
them. I wanted to seem ruthless, cause I could. Because I couldn’t be that in any other area of my
life. I had no place for anger or disappointment. I took it to the team, the court. I traded it with
the other team through gazes and I wished bad on them. I wanted them to lose because I wanted
to win. We weren’t friends. We were enemies without reason. When I started playing club
volleyball I started cussing. But I wouldn’t let it out. I had signed a contract at the beginning of
the season. I wasn’t allowed to cuss. I made up sound-alike words to say when the ball fell to the
ground near me or touched my fingers before flying out of bounds. My coach would catch my
look.
The first time I remember looking in a mirror and seeing myself was when I was hidden. Our
neighbor’s dog jumped on me and scraped my face. Crying out, bleeding, and holding a kitchen
towel to my face, I went home to my mom. I remember sitting on her bed upstairs. Light shone
through the window, painfully opening an eyelid that was scabbing over. And she gave me a
hand mirror. I saw myself in the mirror. I cared about how I looked. I started crying. The pain I
felt physically was just as noticeable on my face. I was see-thru. Immediately concerned with
what others would think.
“I…I look…I can’t go to school…”
“You don’t have to, if you don’t want to,” mom didn’t tell me I was pretty or that I could work
through the adversity. She agreed with me. That I was ugly. Made a monster by my weakness.
Looking like a warrior with no weapons. Being hurt made me ugly. It made me worthy of being
hidden.
Behind the line, I dribbled the ball. Perfectly hitting the middle of my palm, in the same place
Jesus’ hands were nailed. It was time to serve the ball over. I focused all my exhaustion on it. I
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expected the best serve to take up the most energy. And if it got caught in the net, I would
breathe out smoke. It was a relief to fail. The pressure I placed on myself was too heavy. But I
think I secretly enjoyed all the moments I failed. They justified the negativity swirling inside of
me. My game day song stuck in my head.
You don't know what you do to me
Got me acting all stupidly
If I'm alloud to speak truthfully
In a world full of lies you're the truth to me
Becky G, Built for This
When I started club volleyball, I started high school. And the summer before, I tried out for clubs
and I went to summer camp. Church camp. Paige and I had started hanging out more. I would
stay up late on phone calls with her and her friends talking about boys. Mostly talking about
Azariah. Since I knew Azariah, sometimes they would let me answer a question about him or his
family. I was more of an informant than a friend, it felt. But having friends was shiny and new.
Especially girlfriends. The last time that I had good girlfriends was when I was shiny and new
and had moved to a new school in sixth grade. But when we started middle school, we all drifted
apart. I tried out for volleyball and spent most of my time worrying about what Wyn Bingham
and Luke Healy thought of my outfit or what I said in the English Socratic seminar. My only
long-time girlfriend was Solei. A girl that I had met in third grade and who hung out with me,
called me on the phone every couple of days even though I lived on the other side of town. The
summer before high school we were moving houses, hopefully to the school with the great
volleyball coach and Solei. I wrote a pros and cons list in my 8th-grade notebook. As a means to
feel control over our next move. After moving three times in the last four years, not knowing
where I was going to be going to school the next year, I was Anna stressed. But at least I had
gotten my braces off.
We hadn’t found a house but I was enrolled at Ponderosa High School. And I would start a few
weeks after camp. I felt guilty that I wasn’t as sad as I pretended to be that Paige’s parents
weren’t letting her come to camp. It made sense since they were devout Mormons. I had a bit of
a leg up, being one of the two girls going that summer. More time to spend alone with the boys.
Everyone knows that a church camp is a courtship incubator.
Judah was the pastor that summer. He was young with funky glasses frames and black hair that
he flipped out of his face. He wore skinny jeans and rolled up to camp with his wife, their child
on her hip, in his Subaru WRX STI. He said that if he wanted anything out of his professional
career it was that car. His wife was beautiful with long blonde hair and stood a few inches taller
than Judah with his last name. Judah took us hiking up a mountain one morning for service. Only
for the older kids, middle schoolers stayed behind. The cliff ledge was rocky and moss clung to
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the sharp edges of brown points. A small tree had grown between the roots of a crack in the
mountain. Judah stood near the tree, and everyone found their place to sit on the rocks. He told
us that this sermon would be the most important of all at the retreat. It was about spiritual
warfare. He petitioned us to write the points he would offer on the cover of our Bibles. A high
ask. We knew what he was about to say would be important. The cover of a Bible is a place for
names and dedications. The covers of the Bibles didn’t fall apart as easily as the pages of the new
testament were beginning to in my Bible.
“As most of you know, I lead the youth congregation at Living Way. There was a boy, a teenager,
who had come to youth group one night,” Judah paced while his finger marked a place in his
Bible. “I knew something was wrong. He sat on the staircase most of the night. His friend came
up to me saying that he was worried and I went over to talk with this boy who was sitting on the
staircase. I asked him what his name was and he looked up at me. I saw darkness in his eyes, I
saw nothing but darkness. His pupils were huge and he said nothing. He glared at me. And I
knew…I knew what was happening. I asked him again, what his name was and he groaned.
Almost a growl. A deep guttural noise. No words. But through the darkness in his eyes, I saw
that he wanted help. He needed help. And I know we don’t talk about it enough in church, but
possession is real. Possession happens to our neighbors, to our friends, and we need spiritual
warfare. Demons do possess people. I could tell that this boy was possessed and needed help. We
all have spiritual gifts and we all need spiritual protection. He clearly had not been protected. I
asked to pray over him. Aloud. That is the first thing you must write down today. Prayer is a
weapon against demons, the devil. When in spiritual warfare, prayer and saying the name of
Jesus aloud is your best friend.
I began praying over the boy and he lunged at me. He held me against the wall and spoke in
tongues. I continued praying. I recited scripture. Loudly. It had to be done. And he started
yelling. His body was twisting and moving unnaturally. The demon was leaving his body.”
Every night at the youth camp, we ate, played games, and worshiped. Worship is when you sing
during the sermon. There were sermons three times a day. Judah led most of them. And several
nights that week, Judah let the worship team, the band, play on and on while the Holy Spirit
moved through us all. They sang my favorite song, Oceans.
Your grace abounds in deepest waters
Your sovereign hand will be my guide
Where feet may fail and fear surrounds me
You've never failed and You won't start now
Hillsong United, Oceans
They played classics and repeated songs over and over while people cried and prayed over one
another. People had their hands up and fell to their knees. Children my age were speaking in
tongues. On one of those nights I had fallen to my knees. Sitting there wondering why everyone
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was having such an incredible experience. Praying. Asking God for signs. Asking him for help
with my family finding a new home to move into before I started high school. For answers. I
prayed for what I had been praying about for months.
A girl, my age, came over to me. She asked to pray over me. I had never had someone pray over
me, just me, before. I apprehensively said yes. “I’ve never done it before. I don’t know what to
do.”
“That’s alright. You don’t have to do anything. It’s God’s voice moving through me for you.”
Anna and I walked to our seats. Girls had coupled up and were praying over one another,
scattered across the pews. I was afraid someone would hear what I had to say. I was afraid of
vulnerability. I didn’t want others to acknowledge my struggles. I saw Azariah praying over
Paxton and Jacob and several other men huddled in the back of the room. I sat with Anna. She
prayed, first in English and then in tongues. I opened my eyes and looked at her. She was fully
believing, fully committed. I always had a bad habit of opening my eyes while others were
praying. Curious to see if anyone else was skeptical like me. Curious to see if anyone else was
defiant in the little ways, like me. Then she said,
“I know that your family is moving. God says that he has picked a house for you. He has paved
the way and there is no need to worry. You are moving into a new house. You will live there for a
long time. You have been patient and he will reward you. He has prepared for you, what you
have asked for.”
Now my eyes were open wide. Shocked at what she’d said. She continued praying over me.
Speaking in tongues. I stared into the ground. I started crying. How had what I was hiding
become so exposed. How did she know that? Immediately I started scanning through my friends
at camp. Who might’ve I told. Azariah, Paxton, Jacob, Kimberly, Will, my youth leader? None of
them. I hadn’t told any of them. I had just met this girl the other night. I didn’t trust her. I didn’t
trust most people. I told her that I needed to go to the bathroom. I needed a tissue. I was crying,
crying with the powerful release. Relief like none other. Exposure of my worries and anxiety
suddenly free from the cage I kept it in. Free of mind. I saw my eyes in the mirror. Puffy and red
and swollen from tears. There were girls crying every place in the bathroom, people grabbing at
the paper towel dispenser. I thought of all the ways Anna might have found out about my mind.
Did she read it? Was it magic? Was it Godly? What was she? An angel? A demon, like Judah,
had told us about on the mountain?
Anna walked in and followed after me.
“I was sitting outside and God told me something else that I need to tell you,”
I nodded to her.
“You need to know that the devil can’t read your mind. You don’t have to hold everything so
closely. The devil doesn’t know what you’re thinking.”
:::
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The next day, Timothy came to pick us all up in the church van. I sat next to Liam and Liam sat
next to the window. Timothy asked us if we had any experiences we wanted to talk about on the
car ride home. He wanted the ride to be a final hoorah to camp. Liam spoke up. He fiddled with
the cross necklace around his neck.
“I talked to my dad while I was there,” Liam’s dad had passed several years before. I saw
Timothy’s eyes glitch back at us through the rearview mirror. “I really felt him. He told me that
he was proud of me. That he was with me, everywhere I went,” a tear let loose down his cheek.
“It was, he felt so close, you know?” The car ride was silent.
“Will, I am so glad you had a good experience. Does anyone else want to share?” Who can
follow up a kid who said he spoke with his passed-on dad during worship. No one said anything
while we drove several miles. Trying to break the tension I said, “I like your necklace, Will.”
“Thanks, my dad’s inside of it,”
Laughter broke the heavy air from the back of the van as Paxton pricked his finger and read his
blood sugar. The boys always found it funny for whatever reason. Camp week was one of the
most serious things I had experienced. I didn’t say much back then. I had a voice but never found
a way that I liked to use it outside of singing during worship services or setting people straight
when they spoke out of turn. I left camp believing one-hundred percent that God was real. He
was scarily real. He told other people what I was unable to articulate for myself and sent
messages from beyond the grave to loved ones that wore their ashes around their necks. My
skepticism was frozen. And I didn’t have expectations for it to melt.
Chapter III: Lights
When I was nine, I stayed up past bedtime to finish a book about an advantageous young writer
during the great depression of 1920. She would type away on her writing, I would turn a page.
Kitt Kittredge was the girl in the book. The road we drove down, named Kittredge, was lined
with paired townhomes, much wider than the townhome I lived in when I started the 6th grade. I
slept in the downstairs basement, a pre-teen dream away from the sounds and drama of
parenthood. The Colorado sun had set to the left, we parked on the sidewalk’s right.
“Before we go in, don’t mention anything about his Dad, like, at all,” Paige spoke with her
hands, meaning that she was serious.
“Okay, why?” I sent back with a look of confusion.
“Just don’t, okay? It’s not my place,” it sure seemed as though she felt it was her place, her
secret, but the demand was clear. She flaunted the garage door code and as the panels folded up
and away uncovered-bulb light sparked mystery. We walked into Kieran’s home. I treated him as
a mystery off the bat, a bad habit that would take years to quit.
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Kieran met all sincerity with a giggle, never accepting seriousness. He practically lived alone in
his Mom’s townhouse. His mom would escape to her firefighter boyfriend's house during the
weekends. And on the weekdays, she was at work. There was a blue Ripstik against the concrete
garage walls. Three steps led to the door inside. The kitchen was stocked, strawberry lemonade
in the fridge. The dining room table was tall and you could see the brown suede chair seats
through the glass top. The back windows boasted the ideal suburban home backdrop. Cherry
Creek, walking paths, and tall yellow grass where rattlesnakes would hide. The flatscreen tv
blocked the living room windows covered by shades. Two couches made an L-shape. In the
middle of the room, tiny wooden legs gripped the ottoman to the rug. Tan tassels framed the rug
with black and yellow hard-edged scribbles.
Kieran’s flat-billed hats were a staple look. His dirty blonde bangs sat falt, pinned to his forehead
by the backward hat’s snap buckles. He had decommissioned his khaki shorts for full-length
khaki pants once high school hit. And with a new grade, emerged a new Kieran. His laugh went
from pitchy to baritone. Paige told him to take a deep breath and pressed her body weight against
his crossed arms on top of his chest. She pushed a laugh out of him, a little game we liked to
play. His laugh slipped into maturity. His smile never changed, but suddenly there were smirks. I
sucked my tongue to the roof of my mouth when he made me blush. Smiling any time my lips
spread apart. I bit my tongue in between my teeth, hidden in my cheek when he cracked a joke. I
cracked the door to his bedroom open.
“What’re you doing?”
“2k,”
“2k?”
“The game, don’t you know about 2k? Come on Grace, it just came out. You have to know,”
“Why would I know about 2k Kie?” My name out of his mouth, even when he teased, hit like
cannabis. A sting to the throat, then a rest. Kieran had started smoking long before I had and it
became a point of debate for us, as most things did.
“Sit,” he patted the bed. His blood-red comforter laid flat with pillows enveloped in black cases.
He disappeared into his walk-in closet as I crawled to the opposite end of the bed, near the
window. Kieran had led Paige, Tatum, and me thru that same window out to the roof. We sat
there one long night sipping…
“What are you doing?” I saw past the corner of the door sill. Kieran stripped off his shirt,
revealing a white tee and his side.
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“Hold on,” He turned away and pulled a black Bulls jersey over the shirt, “I have to suit up
before 2k,” his hat was gone and he sat tight to me facing the tv in his room.
“I still don’t understand what 2k is,”
“It’s basketball, Grace. Basket…ball,” He emphasized the pauses in his taunts. He pressed a
button and the black screen flew away.
He leaned against the wall, “Come here.” I slid back to the wall, crossed my ankles, and leaned
into him. My nerves swirled.
:::
We were back on the roof, Cam’s roof, sipping lemonade out of the same can. The carbonation
bit at my tongue and popped in my throat. The street light made Tatum’s royal blue half-calf
socks glow. He had grey basketball shoes on that covered his ankles. It was bright enough, off
the side of the tollway, that we could see the rest of the roofs in the neighborhood through the
night’s darkness. My hair was an inch or two past my shoulders, cut the same length all the way
around. I pressed my hand on the twist I had bobby-pinned to the right side of my head.
Sometimes the bobby pin would be sitting sideways or nearly ready to fall out of my hair. In
middle school, I pinned my bangs back so often that it had become an unconscious habit.
Eventually, the rooftop conversations fizzled out and it was time for Paige and me to leave. Paige
took me to her secret spot. A makeout hill on the edge of a generic neighborhood. She street
parked and we walked in an open space between two houses with low wood beam gates. The top
of the hill overlooked the toll road. Headlights twinkled and warm ceiling fan light projected out
of the open windows of the neighborhood across the interstate. The wind gusted.
“So are we going to make out?” Paige and I laughed and sat down in the grass, sprawled like
snowless angels. “How do you know about this place?”
“It’s the place Underwood kids go,”
“So like people just come here and just make out?”
“That’s why it’s called make out hill,”
“I’d rather just make out in a car,”
“Have you ever made out with somebody?”
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“No, but I mean, if I did… for when I do,”
“You’d rather be kissed in a car?”
“I guess so. Hey, do you have an extra jacket?” the wind picked up and I followed Paige back
down the hill to her car.
“I have a couple, the boys keep accidentally leaving them in my car when I give them rides,”
“The boys?” I grabbed a black, grey, and red plaid windbreaker, “this one looks good, whose is
it?”
“Um, it’s either Azariah or Jacob’s,”
“Jacob? Do you give Jacob rides?”
“Yeah, after school sometimes,”
“Hmm, you’d think that Azariah would give his brother a ride since he has his own car now,”
“You’d think,” we giggled and Paige parked us in the lot next to the neighborhood pool.
“Do you care if I…?” I motioned to put my feet up on the dashboard.
“No, dude do whatever, that’s fine with me,”
“So do you like Jacob then?”
“What?”
“You’ve been giving him rides,”
“No, I don’t like Jacob, he just asks me and I would rather be out than at home,”
“Yeah, no, that makes sense,”
“To be honest, I thought you liked Jacob,”
“No, not really. He’s like my brother, I’ve known him for a long time,”
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“So? Doesn’t it make it better, if you know someone already?”
“Yeah, I guess. But I kind of friendzoned Jacob already. Like a lot,”
“Why though? Like for real, don’t you think he’s cute?”
“Did he ask you to tell me this?”
“No, I’m curious. He does talk about you though,”
“What? What does he say?”
“Only good things, he likes you you know,”
“Yeah, I’ve known that. I just don’t think it’s gonna be a thing. I can’t make myself feel that way
about him you know? He really does just feel like a brother. And he is, you know. He’s my
brother in Christ, he knows that,”
“So, who do you like then?”
“Nobody really,”
“Come on, do I need to guess? What about Pax?”
“Pax is my best friend, and he just got out of a relationship. It’s not like that right now,”
“Right now? So maybe later then? When he’s over it?”
“Maybe, Paige. Look I don’t know,”
“OOOookay, that makes more sense then. Pax is Jacob’s best friend.”
“And both of them are my best friends too. I wouldn’t want to make it weird.”
“But you probably will,”
“What?”
“You don’t want it to be weird, but once you pick one of them it will be,”
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“They’re people, not an outfit I have to pick out in the morning, people!”
“You’re right, you’re right. But you’ll let me know, right?” Paige took a pull from her vape, a
blueberry cloud fogged the front seat. “Sorry, do you care, or?”
“No, no, it’s your car, don’t worry about it,”
“Do you want to try,”
“I don’t know,”
“One time won’t give you lung cancer, just try it for the flavor,”
“Okay, I’ll try, but don’t tell anyone. I don’t want people thinking that I vape now,”
“I won’t, just try it,”
:::
I sat below the sunroof in the entryway as the harsh rain pattered against it. Waiting patiently for
Paxton to arrive in his handy-down SUV. He was late and I was anxious. Home alone, I paced.
Trying to pass the time. He texted me while I was tying my shoes for the Nth time. I scurried out
the door, down the porch steps, and to the passenger side of his car. I’m sure I said hello and
thank you and explained why I couldn’t have had a ride from my parents. Rain fell and the
windshield wipers slashed it all away.
“I like to think that rain is God crying. Like every drop is a tear,”
“What is he crying about?”
“Us, you know, the bad stuff that happens here on earth,”
“He doesn’t cry enough then,”
“What?”
“If God cried for me, it would rain more,” Paxton pulled into the new church lot. Timothy had
moved the church to the basement of a neighborhood charter school. I held my Bible close to my
chest, partially shaded by my yellow zip-up hoodie. Paxton opened the door to the backseat and
grabbed his guitar case handle and we ran to the overhang at the entrance. Timothy let us know
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that Megan’s baptism was on Saturday. We were all invited. Megan was tall and blonde with big
blue eyes and three rambunctious brothers. Her parents were high school sweethearts and her dad
grew up in a house in the same neighborhood I lived in. They went to my high school back in the
day and married one another after her dad graduated from bible college in California. He
baptized Megan, her dad. Megan set the standard for modesty at church.
The sun was setting and the pool lights illuminated the chlorinated pool water. Falling away, sin
swept off her burden-bound shoulders. From the sidelines, I watched artificial blue-green
swimming pool water grant Megan new life. Rebirth looked simple. A girl needed nothing but a
pastor and neighborhood pool pass to become honorable in the eyes of our true Father. Megan’s
parents, high school sweethearts, raised their five children in poverty as they pursued the will
God had written for them. I admired Megan for taking the plunge but at fourteen years old, I
wasn’t ready. I wasn’t ready to hold myself accountable to the spiritual expectations that would
kick in after that dive. Instead, I marked up two prioritize checklists to keep myself accountable
when making decisions. One I borrowed from a, now discontinued Christain girls magazine, and
the other was framed around my fears. The first of these lists was hung inside my high school
locker by a magnet I had swiped from my kitchen’s junk drawer. I have trouble recalling the
entire list of questions I read through when considering whether or not to hang out with a new
friend or decide to sit with someone new at lunch, but the main idea was to answer whether or
not it was an opportunity to serve God. Nine out of ten opportunities were a chance to serve God
and represent Christianity in a positive way around other people. Extensive readings, podcasts,
sermons, and the Bible shaped how I could best represent Christ. First, modesty. At this point, I
was fully equipped and expert in this area and still had managed to throw an artsy headband into
the mix once in a while. My hair was down to my waist and still maintained its natural color. My
hair outlined the perspective others had about not only my femininity but also my sexuality. In
puffed sleeves and with outgrown eyebrows, I could have just as easily been mistaken for an
Amish virgin. Not going to lie, I liked it that way. My hair helped me fit in even when I knew I
didn’t always. I fantasized about tying it up in a french braid for my future baptism.
My second pre-baptism list outlined the two fears that I avoided at all costs. My first fear was
drowning. Maybe that’s what kept me away from baptismal blessings? Regardless, I still thought
the water in my bathtub could suck me in and under into the depths of a hidden Colorado ocean.
Videos of the Titanic remains and boats disappearing within the Bermuda triangle instilled
legitimate fear and I should’ve stayed off YouTube. One night, I found a full pirated movie
available on YouTube. It was rated R and this was a sin I was dying to commit although I hold
very few Christian values in the present day, I regret this decision. Titled ‘Truth’ it depicted a
young girl being catfished, raped, and the familial struggle that resulted from her relationship
with a mysterious man she had met online. Being raped was what I expected from the world
around me, not just walking home at night, always. My number one fear was being raped.
Having someone have control of my body, my virginity, my responsibility, my husband’s. But
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meanwhile, all the familiar men in my life, who I knew from church, were already in control of
my body, subtly dictating how I should dress and behave. I was taught, and passionately believed
that it would be my fault to be raped, and if I could not cherish and protect my virginity, I would
not be deserving of a loving husband. Modesty had become more than an order from God,
clothes became my shell. I developed a habit of layering two tank tops over a sports bra before
putting on my shirt and instead of typical searches you’d see from high school freshman girls
like ‘cute prom dresses 2014’, I searched ‘cut-proof clothes’. To others, I was dedicated. To me, I
was scared.
After the baptism, I managed to sit shotgun in Azariah’s car. I set my towel down on the nylon
upholstered seat. It was my first time being asked to have AUX. A responsibility I wasn’t
prepared for. I played 212 by Azelia Banks. All was good until, “Grace, is this clean?!”
“Clean? What do you mean?”
“Like it’s censored,”
“Oh yeah, I don’t listen to anything explicit,”
“Someone take the aux from Grace,” Azariah teased me and I hurried to play songs everyone
would agree with. Lecrae was the crowd winner. We dropped everyone off one by one, the
backseat emptied and Azariah asked what else I was doing for the day.
“I’m going on a ride with you,”
“Oh yeah? We’re going the long way?”
“The longest way you know,”
Azariah raced me up and down inspiration road. The hills flexed like the speedometer in his old
blue boxy Corolla. Hills are the closest Colorado gets to waves. They rolled the wheels to speeds
unreachable without them. Soon enough we were at 120 MPH listening to All of the Lights by
Kanye. We drove back in town to Mainstreet.
Cop lights, flashlights, spotlights
Strobe lights, street lights,
Fast life, drug life, thus life, rock life, every night
All of the lights
Turn up the lights in here, baby
Extra bright, I want y’all to see this
Kanye West, All of the Lights
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“Are you going to go to college? Have you applied anywhere yet?” I asked him.
“Yeah, I mean I think I’d be a good pastor,”
“You would be amazing at that, people get along with you so well,” Azariah was a resilient
motherfucker. Returning to his humor and extroversion even after being knocked off course.
“Where do you think?”
“Who knows, I’ll figure it out,”
“Shouldn’t you plan it soon though? It’s coming up quick for you,”
“No, you’re making it come in quick,”
“What?”
“You heard what I said,”
“I just… I want to see you be successful, college is a way to do that. To get away from all of
this,”
“So if I don’t go to college, I can’t be successful?” The question that haunted me since middle
school was actualized in front of me.
“Well no, I don’t know, seems like it, a lot of pastors study theology or something at least,”
“Grace, I know that you care. I see it,”
“You see it?”
“Yes, in your eyes, when you talk, when you’re not hiding behind your hair,” he pushed a strand
behind my ear. “I am your protector, okay. I am your supporter. I don’t want you to worry about
me. My life isn’t your job,”
“But I do worry, all the time. I care about you,”
“If you cared about me you wouldn’t worry, you’d know that no matter what happens it’ll work
out,” he turned left at the intersection. “Let me do my thing, if I go to college, I go to college.”
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“You’re right. I’m sorry,” meak.
“Don’t apologize. I love you, you know that right?” Azi was right most times we talked.
“Yes, I know. I love you too.” He turned the music up and the afternoon sun hit us through the
windows. Azi had a way of challenging me on what was important. It was because of my friends
that I believed in God and had faith. They each showed me, in their own ways, that the love they
talk about in the Bible was real. Later that night, the car was parked in the Salisbury dirt lot
surrounded by baseball field lights. Paige and Azi were in the backseat.
:::
“Soon you won’t be able to see me,” Destiny explained to Paxton.
“You can stay though, Timothy has given you an option, at least, to stay,”
“I have to go, we’re family. We need to stay together, it’ll be alright,”
“It doesn’t feel that way. It doesn’t feel alright right now,”
“We will see each other again someday. And you can text, you can call, I’ll be there. Trust me, I
want to stay, be close to you, but that’s just not how it’s going to be. For now, I have to go,”
Destiny fled with her sisters to Idaho, leaving Pax. A month or two later, he found a picture over
their shared iCloud account. Destiny was twisted in the arms of Chance, a new boyfriend, while
they posed for a picture in the mirror. He flipped his shit and texted paragraph on paragraphs to
me in his time of grieving the relationship. And Pax was there, but not really. I was holding what
was left of him, he handed it to me.
Paxton invited me to Prom with him, and of course, I said yes. But it was just as friends,
something I often had to reiterate to my volleyball teammates who asked me about it. Morning to
afternoon volleyball practice rallied on for three hours until we were allowed to take our gear off.
“I didn’t think that you were going to be at practice today,” Kelsey said while we pulled our
shoes off and fiddled with our ankle braces.
“How come?”
“You’re going to the prom tonight, don’t you need to get ready?” Kelsey learned quickly that I
had no set plan or understanding that I needed to be spending hours preparing for prom. She
offered to drive over to my house later that night, to do my makeup and hair. I showered and
cleaned my room before she came over. I showed her what makeup I had and she whipped out
her own collection. This was when I learned about liquid foundation. I thought that foundation
was the dry setting powder my mom had in her makeup basket underneath the sink.
“Grace, what is that?” there was a playful shock in her voice.
“What?”
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“That,” she pointed her finger to my left shoulder.
“Oh, it’s a birthmark,” I giggled and she raised her eyebrows.
“A birthmark?”
“For real, it is. I’ve had it since I was born. It used to be a perfect circle and it was way redder
than it is now. It’s fading,”
“So are you going to kiss him tonight?”
“No, Kels! It’s not like that,” we laughed and my face got redder.
She curled my hair and was proud of how I looked. I didn’t recognize myself in the mirror.
Kelsey laced up my strapless blue tulle gown. And I felt like a princess. A shy princess. A
princess that was shocked by how beautiful I could look to other people. Paxton said the right
words when my mom opened the front door, “Wow, you… you look amazing,” one hand in his
tuxedo pocket, another holding a corsage. I had no clue that I was meant to get him a
boutonniere.
He turned on the Furious 7 album and played it in order from the beginning. We rolled out and
spun up the tollway on-ramp. We passed Paxton’s work. Jake worked there too.
“What are your coworkers like?”
“We mostly just hang out with each other. There’s a lot of beaners at that one,”
“Beaners?”
“Yeah,”
“What’s that?”
“Grace, you don’t know what a beaner is?”
“No, is it some special item or something? I don’t work there, how should I know,”
“Beaner means Mexican. It’s slang,”
“Oh,”
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Paxton drove me to the Rio Grande downtown. In a parking lot, I had seen before once when I
went to a punk rock concert with a friend from middle school across the street. I bought a t-shirt
as a souvenir from that concert. It was the nicest t-shirt I owned, but it wasn’t so nice when I
found out what DTF the DTF meant. Down to Fuck the Downtown Fiction. The restaurant was
fancy and Paxton had been there before. There were lights dangling from the ceiling sporting
warm light. A light rain stuck to the windows outside and the porch doors were open. They
brought us water in a glass bottle and when I poured it Paxton laughed.
“What?”
“Do you know how to pour?”
“I didn’t know there was a way to,”
“Like this,” He poured his glass without spilling any on the yellow table cloth. Then he twisted
his wrist and he coaxed the water back into the bottom of the bottle. I had never seen someone
pour a drink out of anything glass except a pitcher. I tucked my hands under my thighs and
pretended to not care when a waiter shut the porch doors even though I was praying that
someone would close them. I was cold and I was nervous and I had no idea what was what.
I had seen Sports Authority Stadium up close before when my dad drove our family around the
corners nearby trying to find last-minute tickets we could afford. He was upset and he really
wanted to take us to see a football game. I’ve never seen a football game in the big stadium, but
we didn’t come for a game, we came for prom. We walked on a long carpet to the elevator and
took it up. When the doors opened there were windows for walls and strobe-light-shine slid
across them. There was a large fireplace with grey tiling and chaperones I didn’t recognize.
There was a wooden dance floor sectioned off and a DJ stand. Round tables with long black
cloths were scattered all around. Deserts were lined up on long rectangle tables.
“Come on, I want you to meet my friends,” Paxton led me to a table. “This is Gil and his
girlfriend Ciyran,”
“Hi, it’s so good to meet you, I’ve heard so much about you,” Ciyran went in for a hug and I
watched Paxton’s eyes go from straight ahead, to his feet. “Jordan’s around here somewhere. I
love your dress”
“Oh wow, thank you. I love yours,”
I waited for Pax to ask me to dance, and when he didn’t I went on my own adventure to the
dessert table. I saw the tall blonde twins who were in my photography class and were practically
volleyball celebrities at our school. They had fresh-bought dresses on and I thought about how
mine was from a makeshift living room boutique in Englewood. My mom saw the ad on
craigslist and I didn’t say much of anything while my mom and the
women-with-the-living-room-boutique handed me dresses to change in the bathroom. She had a
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fun soap dish, scented lotion, and things that you live with on the countertop. I didn’t know her
name but I saw the little things in her bathroom that showed that she lived there. I looked in the
mirror and wondered if the dress fit right. It was strapless. It was blue with silver sparkles that
got everywhere. It laced up like an open corset in the back. And when I walked out of the
bathroom the women-with-the-living-room-boutique gushed. “That’s the one, wow honey. You
look so pretty,”
I saw a group of boys wander out into a walkway. My eyes followed them. They went out near a
railing, they were in the bleaches, the stadium seats.
“Pax, let’s go see the stadium,”
“What?”
“Come on,” I squeezed his arm and he followed me out the doors. Blue and orange splashed the
stadium. Grey cement kept the seats in place. The field was lit and empty. Overexposed in white
fluorescent lights. I looked out across and saw another party inside a wall made of windows.
Fireworks shot out over Denver and high-schoolers hollered after them. The stadium held noise
with barely anyone there. I walked up the stairs and Pax and I found chairs and we talked. About
life, about the gap in the stadium that gave a peek to i-25. The air was moist, the chairs had dew
from the earlier rain. I got cold and he gave me his overcoat. I fiddled with his grey tie, not
because I knew what I was doing but, because I wanted to be closer to his heart. We talked for
hours and the stadium fell silent without us noticing. A chaperone told us that prom was over and
it was time for us to leave. The lights were still on when we drove back home down i-25 and I
watched the stadium fade in the side mirror. I had a little black clutch with white polka dots on
my lap. I held it tight on the way home like I had all night. My Angel was on the radio.
Atrapaste mi amor en segundos
Piel de oro y tus ojos profundos
Una obra maestra, a work of art
Oh-oh, oh whoa yeah
Prince Royce, My Angel

Guiding Questions
Chapter I
Who was introduced in this chapter? Who is related to who?
What do you know about the foster care system? Why might a pastor foster care six children at a
time?
How does Christianity juxtapose teen rebellion?
Chapter II
When and how were you first introduced to spirituality?
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Tounges is a spiritual language and is recognized as a spiritual gift in many Christian
denominations. Why do you think people speak in tongues?
Demonic possession is often seen in the mainstream media through horror films. What might
make spiritual warfare a necessary part of the FourSquare doctrine?
Chapter III
What is an ideological spectrum? What does it mean to be secular?
What is the significance of baptism in Christian culture?
Why might modesty be a popular value among Chrisitan women and teen girls?
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